
CUTLERY PREMIUM
UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHERS

In the hospitality industry, manual polishing takes 
a lot of time, as each piece of cutlery is individually 
cleaned of residues.

This time-consuming polishing process is now 
a thing of the past, because with the new,  
patent-pending CUTLERY PREMIUM feature,  
HOBART has managed to integrate this function 
into a dishwasher.

Space saver
While conventional cutlery polishing machines 
take up valuable space in the kitchen, the new  
HOBART FP and FX dishwashers optionally  
integrate a polishing function. 

Plate rack out, cutlery rack in
The machine equipped with the CUTLERY  
PREMIUM feature can be retrofitted at short  
notice: The cutlery rack and the corresponding 
cutlery rack support can be inserted into the FP 
or FX with only little effort. The automatic shaking 
of the cutlery rack at the end of the wash cycle 
makes the water drops to roll off the cutlery. Within 
a very short time, you receive perfectly clean and  
stain-free cutlery that only needs to be sorted.

SHAKEN, NOT POLISHED
SHINY CUTLERY WITHOUT MANUAL POLISHING

LERN MORE:
VIDEO CUTLERY PREMIUM

https://vimeo.com/901816777
https://vimeo.com/901816777
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CUTLERY PREMIUM UNDERCOUNTER DISHWASHERS

Cutlery rack 
support

Cutlery rack

HYLINE 
rinse aid

HLD-5000
HYLINE 
detergent

Full demineralisation 
STAR EXTRA FD 

Reverse osmosis 
RO-Sor
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WE MAKE POLISHING OBSOLETE... 
SAVE TIME, SPACE AND MORE

Perfect wash results
Gone are the days when cutlery items were placed 
rigidly in cutlery holders, leading to unsatisfactory 
wash results and stains due to overlapping and  
water shielding. The rotating cutlery basket  
ensures hygienically clean, stain-free cutlery. Up to 
80 items fit in the cutlery rack.

Safe operation
No operating errors: the machine automatically  
selects the CUTLERY PREMIUM programme as 
soon as the cutlery rack support is in place.

Your benefits

 • Lower labour costs by eliminating the 
time-consuming manual polishing process

• You save space as you only need one machine 
for both, washing and polishing

• You can rely on perfect hygiene, as manual  
polishing with tea towels is no longer necessary

• At busy times, the cutlery can be put straight 
back in place and your staff can focus on the 
guests

•  Automatic cutlery programme selection  
ensures an easy operation

• Optimum wash results by avoiding  
water shielding

NO MORE MANUAL POLISHING

Save an average of 30 minutes* of working time  
per day with the new innovative CUTLERY PREMIUM 
feature

*   Calculation example for 100 guests per day, 6 pieces of cutlery per guest


